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thermodynamics of glycerol–water solutions†
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Glycerol is a major cryoprotective agent and is widely used to promote protein stabilization. By a combined

experimental and theoretical study, we show that global thermodynamic mixing properties of glycerol and

water are dictated by local solvation motifs. We identify three hydration water populations, i.e., bulk water,

bound water (water hydrogen bonded to the hydrophilic groups of glycerol) and cavity wrap water (water

hydrating the hydrophobic moieties). Here, we show that for glycerol experimental observables in the THz

regime allow quantification of the abundance of bound water and its partial contribution to the mixing

thermodynamics. Specifically, we uncover a 1 : 1 connection between the population of bound waters

and the mixing enthalpy, which is further corroborated by the simulation results. Therefore, the changes

in global thermodynamic quantity – mixing enthalpy – are rationalized at the molecular level in terms of

changes in the local hydrophilic hydration population as a function of glycerol mole fraction in the full

miscibility range. This offers opportunities to rationally design polyol water, as well as other aqueous

mixtures to optimize technological applications by tuning mixing enthalpy and entropy based on

spectroscopic screening.
Introduction

Glycerol (1,2,3-propanetriol), a exible polyol containing three
hydroxyl (OH) groups, is a ubiquitously used co-solvent. For
instance, it is a major cryoprotective agent (CPA),1–4 and widely
used to promote protein stabilization through preferential
solvation.5–7 In cryobiology, the roles of water molecules are
strongly modulated by the specic interactions with the CPA
and can be classied into three categories: water released from
the cell during freezing, water participating in intracellular ice
formation and growth, and water bound to CPAs (e.g., glycerol
molecules) and cytoplasmic proteins through hydrogen bonds
(HBs) or electrostatic interactions that may hinder ice forma-
tion.8 The delicate balance of these water populations is
dictated by the nature of the CPA and its mixing ratio with
water. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies can provide
a molecular understanding of the underlying complex interplay
of inter-molecular forces.9 Among these three water pop-
ulations, the one bound to CPAs and proteins is the least
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understood, owing to the complexity of resolving the molecular
details of the CPA–water interactions.9–11 Nonetheless, these
interactions are key in determining the amount of water and
CPA molecules in the protein rst hydration shell and the
balance between the three water populations in the mixture.
These ultimately modulate the ability of water–CPA mixtures to
preserve biological functionality by cryoprotection.12,13 The
amount of water and CPA in the protein solvation shells was
recently investigated by Chéron et al., who proposed that it is
dictated by entropic effects related to volume exclusion and
protein surface accessibility (i.e., to the size of the CPA) and by
enthalpic effects due to H-Bonding.6 Weng et al. further
proposed that the population of H-bonded water to various CPA
polyols have aminor temperature dependence, but strongly vary
with the nature of the polyol and its mole fraction.9 These
studies suggest that water–CPA HB interactions, which are
enthalpically favored, regulate the balance between released
and bound water populations, hence impacting the different
cryoprotection behavior of glycerol compared to other polyols,
such as ethylene glycol.8,14,15

Despite intense interest and many compelling studies on the
subject matter, the understanding of the role of water and CPA
in cryobiology is to date mostly based on mean eld thermo-
dynamic and kinetic theories,9,16,17 and the glycerol–water
mixture composition is generally adjusted heuristically to tune
macroscopic properties such as viscosity. However, macro-
scopic and solvation properties cannot be predicted or extrap-
olated from CPA composition, yet. The structural,
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392 | 7381
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thermodynamical and solvation properties of even the simple
CPA, i.e., glycerol–water mixtures are subtly interconnected and
strongly depend on themixing ratio.4,6,18–22 Understanding these
interconnections at the molecular level is a hitherto unmet
challenge for both theory and experiments that require recon-
ciling local and macroscopic properties, and it is the missing
link to intentionally optimize the fraction of glycerol in solvent
mixtures used in technological applications, including cryo-
preservation. Moreover, owing to its simple molecular structure
and complete miscibility, glycerol–water mixtures have great
value as a model system to study the structural heterogeneity in
binary mixtures and its connection to their thermodynamic
properties. Compared to a more hydrophobic model system,
such as alcohol–water mixtures, the higher number of OH
moieties in the glycerol molecule (3 vs. 1) offers an excellent case
to investigate the impact of hydrophilic interactions on mixing
thermodynamics. In glycerol–water mixtures, hydrophilic
interactions are expected to outweigh contributions from
hydrophobic solvation.23 However, so far a quantitative corre-
lation between local hydration water motifs and mixing
enthalpy is missing.

Given its importance in applications and in fundamental
solvation science, the structure and dynamics of glycerol
aqueous solutions have been extensively investigated with
various experimental tools, such as dielectric
spectroscopy,20,24–28 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),29 X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy,24 infrared (IR) spectros-
copy,4,24,30,31 as well as with computer simulations tech-
niques.1,32,33 These studies provided valuable insight on the
molecular structural changes that occur with changing glycerol
content. For instance, Feldman et al. reported that water–water
interactions overwhelm the water–glycerol and glycerol–glycerol
interactions in glycerol–water mixtures with less than 55%
glycerol content.27,28 In another study, Ahmed et al. further
showed that the HB-network of water adopts three distinct
states with increasing glycerol concentration: one in which
bulk-like water dominates and solvates glycerol molecules at
high water content, a second one containing conned water
populations and a third state dominated by bulk glycerol at
high glycerol content.24 In light of these results, it is still
unknown whether and how such structural transformations of
a solvent mixture dictate the mixing enthalpy of glycerol and
water, and by extension the thermodynamics of hydrophobic
solutes and their interactions in mixtures. Answering such
fundamental questions is the basis for tailoring glycerol–water
interactions to optimize cryoprotective and solvation proper-
ties, e.g., regulating the balance between released and bound
water populations in cryoprotection and the composition of the
solvation shells of biomolecules. However, doing this requires
going beyond average thermodynamic quantities, as measured
by standard calorimetry techniques, and to dissect the overall
changes in entropy and enthalpy into partial contribution
which can be 1 : 1 correlated to local hydration contributions.
While theoretical approaches show promising results in this
direction,34 what was missing yet were experimental observables
that allow to quantify these local quantities and therefore
provide a check for theory.
7382 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392
Terahertz (THz) absorption spectroscopy has the potential to
address this challenge, since it directly probes the collective
motions of water and that of the solvation shells. In previous
studies, we introduced difference THz spectroscopy to charac-
terize hydration water networks,24,35–39 where the THz spectrum
of the solute and its hydration shell is obtained by subtracting
the volume-scaled absorption spectrum of bulk water from the
absorption spectrum of the solution of interest. By calculating
the difference THz spectra, we identied spectroscopic features
that directly probe the distinct structural motifs of HB-network
around hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties.35 In a more
general approach we will show that these spectroscopic
observables can be correlated with partial hydrophilic and
hydrophobic contributions to solvation entropy and enthalpy.
While being developed on a large dataset of hydrated alcohols,
and thereby focusing mostly on the entropic part; this concept
is more general and can also be applied to water hydrating other
solutes and biomolecules.40–43 Here, we exploit such concept in
a combined experimental–theoretical approach to reveal that
solvation thermodynamics of glycerol–water mixtures can be
traced back to subtle changes occurring at the molecular level
specically for the HB motifs around the hydrophilic moieties
in the glycerol–water network. Accompanying classical MD
simulations were used to characterize the associated structural
motifs and to independently quantify the impact of changes in
the water structure on the global mixing enthalpy in water–
glycerol solutions. Our study maps a direct connection between
mixing enthalpy and the local hydration motifs associated with
water molecules bound to glycerol hydrophilic groups across
the whole miscibility range of glycerol–water mixtures.

This concept, THz calorimetry, is as well quantitative as
predictive, since the same scaling between spectroscopic and
thermodynamic quantities can be used now for other solutes in
the future. These results establish a direct link between
macroscopic/thermodynamic and microscopic/structural
changes on a molecular level occurring as a function of the
glycerol : water mixing ratio, paving the way to a rational tuning
of solvation properties of these ubiquitously used binary
solvents.

Principles of THz-calorimetry

Local water structures close to the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
moieties of a solute provide two distinct ngerprints in differ-
ence FIR/THz spectra that are well distinguished from that of
bulk water. These two populations are illustrated in Fig. 1 for
the case of hydrated glycerol. On the one hand, water molecules
around hydrophobic (CH1–4) groups are not H-bonded to the
solute and form a water–water HB-network wrapped around the
solute. These wrap water around hydrophobic solutes, create
a two-dimensional network of HBs that surrounds the cavity
formed by the solute in the liquid (denoted HB-wrap).37,44 Their
characteristic THz-signature is found in the 100–150 cm−1

spectral region of HB-stretching modes. The slightly weaker
water–water HBs formed within the wrap as compared to bulk
water, cause a red-shi of the intermolecular stretch.43 The HB-
wrap coexist with relatively weak interactions, such as
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the hydration shell of a glycerol
molecule with bound (blue colored) and wrap (red colored) water
molecules. The non-shell (bulk-like) water molecules are indicated
with gray color.
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secondary HBs that wrap water can form with the methyl
groups. However, it is the collective stretching of the HBs
composing the HB-wrap that characterize the spectroscopic
response of the cavity-wrap population in the THz spectra.37 The
more the water network is perturbed to accommodate the
solute, the more the wrap ngerprint contributes to the differ-
ence FIR/THz spectrum. Therefore, the wrap population
measures how good/bad a solute molecule ts in the water
network. It is expected to disappear for solutes that do not
perturb the water network (e.g. urea).45 On the other hand,
“bound” water molecules H-bonded to the hydrophilic (OH)
moieties have their imprint in the 350–600 cm−1 frequency
range of water's librational mode. They originate from steric
constraints in water rotational motions induced by the prox-
imity to and direct H-bonding with the solutes. This causes
a reduction in the amplitude of so librational modes (around
350 cm−1) and an increase in that of hard librations (at
600 cm−1), resulting in a characteristic intensity increase in the
>400 cm−1 frequency range in the difference spectra.37 Since the
bound spectral feature extends outside of the frequency range
probed in our FIR/THz spectra (50–600 cm−1), the maximum
amplitude cannot be determined. However, the slope obtained
by linearly tting the intensity increase in the >400 cm−1

frequency is correlated to the bound water population.37 The
correlation between the bound water population and the slope
is further demonstrated in the ESI† by means of theoretical THz
spectroscopy from ab initio simulations. Therefore, we will use
the slope as a measure of the strength and number of attractive
interactions that stabilize hydration of a solute.37

THz-calorimetry relates these spectroscopic signatures to
thermodynamic quantities, through direct correlation of the
measured wrap and bound amplitudes with DS and DH. The
main concepts of THz-calorimetry are summarized in the
equations below.

DGmixing = DGmixing
wrap + DGmixing

bound = (DHmixing
wrap + DHmixing

bound ) −
T(DSmixing

wrap + DSmixing
bound ) (1)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
with

DHmixing
wrap = D �Hwrapd3

wrap
hydration (2)

DSmixing
wrap = D �Swrapd3

wrap
hydration (3)

DHmixing
bound = D �Hboundd3

bound
hydration/Dn (4)

DSmixing
bound = D �Sboundd3

bound
hydration/Dn (5)

where the solvation free energy DGmixing is exactly expressed as
a sum of wrap (hydrophobic – cavity formation term) and bound
(hydrophilic – solute insertion, attractive interactions term)
contributions.37 If the ratio between the spectroscopic observ-
ables and the calorimetric quantities is solute independent then
both contributions can be directly quantied from the
measured amplitude (for wrap) or slope (for bound) in the
difference THz spectra. The related spectroscopic observables
are d3wrap/boundhydration and d3boundhydration/Dn, respectively, where 3 is the
molar extinction coefficient as dened in eqn (7) (see below).
D�Hwrap/bound and D�Swrap/bound are constant scaling factors
(independent of the solute) that dene the linear correlation
between d3wrap/boundhydration and hydration entropy and enthalpy.37,44,46

Such linear correlation constants are tted to reproduce the
standard calorimetry data of the studied system, as previously
introduced for a large set of alcohol solutes. This THz-
calorimetry approach has been applied to solvated alcohol
chains and was shown to provide total solvation entropy in
excellent agreement with standard calorimetry as well as partial
hydrophobic and hydrophilic contributions in agreement with
MD simulations results.37,44,46 For small solutes, such as alco-
hols or alkanes, D�Hbound < 0, D�Sbound∼ 0, D�Hwrap < 0, D�Swrap < 0,
i.e. the hydrophobic wrap population contributes mostly as an
entropic cost of hydration, which is balanced by an enthalpic
gain from the hydrophilic bound population. In previous works
on alcohol solutes, we were able to quantitative interpret mixing
entropy in terms of changes in the cavity-wrap population and
the D�Swrap scaling factor for the cavity wrap population was
quantied to be 7.6 J cm dm−3 K−1. In this work, we focus
exclusively on the bound water spectroscopic population and its
quantitative correlation with mixing enthalpy. We show here for
the rst time that we can quantify and interpret at themolecular
level the changes in mixing enthalpy of glycerol–water mixtures
directly from the experimentally measured THz signature of the
bound water population.
Results and discussion

Fig. 2a shows room temperature (20 °C) spectra of absorption
coefficients (asolution(n)) of glycerol–water mixtures in the 30–
600 cm−1 FIR/THz spectral range as a function of glycerol mole
fraction (Xgly). From asolution(n), we calculate the frequency
dependent molar extinction coefficient 3solution(n) (following eqn
(7)) as shown in Fig. 2b. As discussed in Section 1 of the ESI,†
the estimated error due to signal-to-noise is on the order of 1%
of the obtained 3solution(n) spectra. The extinction coefficient of
pure glycerol and pure water at three different temperatures (5 °
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392 | 7383



Fig. 2 The frequency dependent (a) absorption coefficient and (b)
averagemolar extinction coefficient of glycerol–water binary mixtures
with various mole fraction of glycerol (Xgly). Arrows indicate increasing
Xgly.

Fig. 3 (a) Molar effective extinction coefficient (3hydration) at 20 °C as
calculated by subtracting the bulk water and bulk glycerol spectra from
the glycerol–water mixtures spectra (eqn (6)). The yellow dotted line
represents pure water and pure glycerol. 3hydration increases with
frequency for all the solutions in the 350–450 cm−1 spectral region
(gray shaded area). The dotted black line is the linear fit in that region
for glycerol mole fraction; Xgly = 0.8, as an example. The slope ob-
tained from such fit is then used for interpreting the spectral trends. (b)
The slopes derived from experimental 3hydration spectra are plotted for
all Xgly at three different temperatures (5 °C, 20 °C and 40 °C,
respectively). The lines are guided to the eye and the error bars are
indicated by the shaded regions. (c) The populations of various types of
water in glycerol–water mixtures as predicted by MD simulations.
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C, 20 °C, and 40 °C) are shown in Fig. S2 of the ESI,† for
comparison. Spectra in Fig. 2 include contributions from glyc-
erol, bulk and hydration water, including glycerol modes at
∼140, 310, 415, 490, 560 cm−1, bulk water modes, as well as the
specic bound and wrap hydration water ngerprints we are
interested in.47

To disentangle the hydration water ngerprint, we calculate
the effective molar extinction coefficient (3hydration(n)), by sub-
tracting the mole fraction-scaled extinction spectrum of bulk
water (3water) and of pure bulk glycerol (3glycerol) from the
extinction spectrum of each mixture (see eqn (8)). As per de-
nition 3hydration gives exactly zero for the ideal case where the
mixture is the sum of the two individual bulk components.
Therefore, 3hydration spectra shown in Fig. 3a report on the direct
interactions between water and glycerol (and associated struc-
tural perturbations, if any).

Focusing rst on the ∼100–250 cm−1 region that usually
contains the signature of the cavity wrap population, we notice
that this part of the spectra does not show any clear trend with
Xgly. This can be explained by the overlap of the hydration water
contribution with a low frequency solute mode in this frequency
range, as is the case for the glycerol band at ∼140 cm−1, due to
the generally low intensity of the wrap signature.37,44,46 Beyond
the complexities raised by the overlap of wrap and glycerol
modes, the absence of a well-dened wrap signature can also
indicate minor perturbation of the water network wrapped
7384 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392
around the solute (with respect to the bulk water reference
state), i.e., glycerol molecules t well within the water network25

(and vice versa at high Xgly). Since for the glycerol–water case it is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 The three-body angle distributions for the (a) bound and (b)
wrap waters exhibit a monotonic increase in the population of tetra-
hedrally-coordinated waters (q = 109.5°) and a monotonic decrease in
the population of icosahedrally-coordinated waters (q = 64°) relative
to pure water at 18 °C. (a) At low concentrations, the bound waters are
more icosahedral and less tetrahedral than pure water. (b) Wrap waters
show higher tetrahedral populations and lower icosahedral pop-
ulations than pure water for the entire concentration range. (c) Here,
we depict the population of tetrahedrally-coordinated waters ptet for
wrap (red diamonds), sample-averaged (black squares), and bound
(blue circles) as a function of glycerol mole faction. For reference, we
indicate the pure water ptet with a horizontal dashed line.
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difficult to quantitatively dissect wrap and glycerol contribution
in the ∼100–250 cm−1 region, we will not further analyze the
wrap population contribution, instead we focus on the higher
frequency part of the THz spectrum.

In the ∼350–600 cm−1 region (i.e., the onset of the water
libration band), Fig. 3a shows the frequency dependent 3hydration
for all the measured Xgly. The result is typical for bound water
molecules interacting with polar solutes. Therefore, this feature
is assigned to the formation of HBs between glycerol and bound
water molecules. Here, instead of using the maximum ampli-
tude of this band – which lies outside our accessible frequency
range – we use the slope, i.e., the increase in amplitude in the
range between 350 and 600 cm−1 as the spectroscopic observ-
able. The slope (d3boundhydration/Dn) determined by linearly tting the
3hydration increase in the frequency range from 340 cm−1 to
475 cm−1 (blue shaded region in Fig. 3a, where 340 cm−1 is the
turning point at which 3hydration starts to rise in the experiments
range) is assumed to be correlated to the population of bound
water molecules in the glycerol–water mixtures.37,42

The experimentally determined slopes are shown in Fig. 3b
as a function of Xgly, for three different temperatures. For low
Xgly (<0.4), the slope increases monotonically with increasing
glycerol content in the mixture, which signies an increase in
the effective population of bound water molecules. The slope
reaches its maximum value at Xgly = 0.4, indicating that all
binding sites of glycerol molecules in the system are saturated.
Further increasing glycerol content beyond this point leads to
a decrease in the number of bound waters (quantied by the
slope) since the number of water molecules in the system is
reduced and glycerol–water interactions are progressively
replaced by glycerol–glycerol interactions. These results are
consistent with previous studies24,25 that proposed a progressive
structural transition from a state where bulk-like water domi-
nates and solvates glycerol molecules at high water content
(where number of bound water per glycerol Nbound is high), to
a state containing conned water populations, where there are
not enough bound water molecules to solvate all glycerol
molecules (Nbound decrease with Xgly).

To further characterize these structural transformations, we
performed classical MD simulations and evaluated the relative
mole fractions of wrap and bound water populations, as well as
of bulk-like water not involved in the hydration of glycerol
solutes (denoted hereaer non-shell water) as a function of Xgly.
We identify these three populations in the simulations based on
structural criteria, i.e., on their proximity with respect to OH
and hydrophobic glycerol moieties and their H-bonding prop-
erties (see Methods section and ref. 35 and 37 for details). The
simulated variations in the three populations with Xgly are
shown in Fig. 3c, as obtained by direct counting of water
molecules belonging to each identied population. Most
notably, the bound water population follows most closely the
trend observed experimentally for the slope, i.e., rst increasing
with Xgly for low glycerol content, saturating at around Xgly =

(0.3–0.4), and then decreasing with further increasing the
glycerol mole fraction. The simulated cavity wrap water pop-
ulation shows a similar non-monotonic behavior but reaches
saturation for much lower glycerol content (Xgly = 0.15). This is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
easily understood by considering that wrap water interacts
much more weakly than bound water with glycerol (since it is
not H-bonded), and therefore it is the easiest part of the
hydration layer that is sacriced as soon as the glycerol mole-
cules in the system become too many to be fully hydrated. The
small number of wrap water above Xgly > 0.15 and its almost
bulk-like character in glycerol–water mixtures below Xgly = 0.15
(see Fig. 4) might also be one aspect why cannot unambiguously
identify this population in the THz-spectra. The non-shell water
population shows a straightforward monotonic decrease with
Xgly since increasing numbers of water molecules are involved
in the solvation of glycerol molecules as their concentration
increases.

To further corroborate our interpretation of the molecular
arrangement of glycerol–water mixtures into bulk, bound and
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392 | 7385
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wrap populations, we performed Raman measurements in the
mid-IR (1000–3550 cm−1) frequency range. The results are
presented in Section 3 of the ESI.† We analyzed these spectra
with a variant of the multivariate curve resolution – alternating
least squares (MCR-ALS) technique pioneered by Ben Amotz
and co-workers.48 The detailed analysis is given in the ESI.† The
Raman spectra analysis is complementary to our approach.

Based on the results of the Raman spectra we deduce
a decrease of the partial bulk water contribution and an
increase of the bulk glycerol component. An additional third
partial component has a maximum at a mole fraction Xgly =

0.2, which can be compared to the expected maximum of the
wrap (at Xgly = 0.15) or the bound water (Xgly = 0.3), sug-
gesting that this is reporting on wrap and bound water
populations.

As detailed in the ESI,† these results from the MCR analysis
of the Raman spectra are overall consistent with the simulated
Xgly dependence for the bulk, wrap and bound water pop-
ulations as well as with our results on the THz range.

Further, we leverage MD simulations to probe shis in the
underlying structure of hydration water around glycerol with
increased glycerol concentration. It is well-known that
changes in water tetrahedrality impact the solvation thermo-
dynamics in aqueous solutions.47,49–54 The most ubiquitous
measure of tetrahedral order in aqueous systems is the tetra-
hedral order parameter, q, of Debenedetti and Errington.55

However, the interpretation of q is difficult for water in
crowded mixtures, under connement, and at surfaces
because the calculation requires all four nearest neighbors of
a central water molecule which may not be in the rst
hydration shell of the central water. Instead, we compute the
three-body angle distribution50,53,54 by cataloguing angles
between each water molecule and its two nearest neighbors
(excluding neighbors further than 3.4 Å from the central water
molecule). In principle, this distribution can be used to
compute point metrics like q, but ostensibly contains signi-
cantly more information about uctuations in orientational
ordering. To date, a number of works56–59 have demonstrated
the utility of three-body angle distributions as a descriptor
shis in solvation thermodynamics and dynamics in aqueous
environments.

To better visualize the changes in the distributions, we
examine the differential three-body angle distribution Pi(Xgly) −
Ppure where, Pi(Xgly) is the distribution from population i at Xgly

and Ppure is the reference distribution from pure water at 18 °C.
We also provide the raw three-body angle distributions, Pi(Xgly),
in ESI Fig. S7.† In aqueous environments we typically consider
the tradeoff between the amplitudes of two characteristic
regions of Pi(Xgly) − Ppure corresponding to icosahedral (simple)
uid and tetrahedral uid behavior at q = 64° and q = 109.5°,
respectively. Additionally, there is a low-probability region
centered at q ∼ 50° corresponding to the relative population of
over-coordinated water environments.46 As shown in Fig. 4a and
b, bound and wrap water populations exhibit distinct behavior
for the entire range of compositions from Xgly = 0 to 0.5. For
small Xgly, the bound waters display more icosahedral character
compared to pure water, suggesting that glycerol–water HBs
7386 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392
disrupt the water–water HB-network for bound waters. On the
other hand, the wrap waters show enhanced tetrahedrality and
decreased icosahedrality compared to pure water for the entire
concentration range. This enhancement of tetrahedrality near
the hydrophobic CHx groups is consistent with previous theo-
retical,60 computational,61,62 and experimental63 ndings,
showing that the presence of small hydrophobic solutes (<1 nm
in radius) enhances the structure of the surrounding hydration
waters.

We directly quantify changes in tetrahedrality by integrating
over the tetrahedral region (100° < q < 120°) of the raw three-
body angle distributions to estimate the population of
tetrahedrally-coordinated waters ptet for bound, wrap, and the
system-averaged (all water molecules in the simulation box). In
Fig. 4b, we demonstrate that the system-average ptet increases
systematically by∼10% from that of pure water upon increasing
Xgly from 0.01 to 0.5. Increasing by 19%, the wrap water ptet
exceeds both the system average and pure water for the entire
range of Xgly. On the other hand, ptet for bound waters is 7%
smaller than that of the system-average while increasing
systematically by 15% increasing from Xgly = 0.01 to 0.50.
Further, the bound water ptet eventually exceeds that of pure
OPC water. These observations are consistent with the qualita-
tive trends displayed in Fig. 4a.

These structural changes as revealed by MD simulations and
spectroscopic ngerprints are expected to directly inuence the
thermodynamic properties of glycerol–water mixtures. Here, we
are able to quantify these correlations directly from measured
spectroscopic observables by means of THz-calorimetry (eqn
(1)–(5)). In Fig. 5a, we plot the spectroscopically measured slope
(for all the mixtures in the full Xgly range), i.e., the ngerprint of
bound water molecules, against mixing enthalpy (DHmixing) data
from the literature.19 Remarkably, the gure shows a nearly
linear relationship, i.e., the larger the slope, the more negative
(i.e., favorable) DHmixing is. In Fig. S6 of the ESI† we conrm the
correlation by plotting several available calorimetry literature
data of DHmixing (ref. 19, 64 and 65) as a function of the deduced
slope.

In the assumption that changes in the bound water contri-
bution dominates the changes in mixing enthalpy, the ratio
between DHmixing and the slope can be tted by means of eqn
(5). The absence of a detectable wrap spectroscopic ngerprint
in the full miscibility range corroborates this assumption. We
deduce a scaling factor of (D�Hbound = −35.9 ± 2.4 kJ) for the
correlation factor between DHmixing (as averaged from all liter-
ature data from Fig. 5a and S6†) and the slope, which is as ex-
pected <0. To better investigate the correspondence between
slope and DHmixing, in Fig. 5b, minus the slope (we multiply the
slope by −1 because D�Hbound < 0) is displayed as a function of
Xgly and compared with several DHmixing experimental data-
sets19,64,65 as well as the theoretical mixing enthalpy values from
the present MD simulations. The scatter of the experimental
DHmixing data sets gives an idea of the related condence
interval. Within this interval, we observe a very good agreement
between simulated and measured DHmixing values. Their trend
with Xgly can be quantitatively predicted from the trend of the
THz slope, i.e., from the bound water population H-bonded to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (a) Linear correlation between DHmixing (from Ref a,19 as an
example) and the slope in the libration range of the 3hydration spectra
(D3hydration/Dn), associated to the bound water population. The blue
line is a linear fit. (b) The trend of the experimentally determined slope
(D3hydration/Dn) as a function of glycerol content is compared with that
of mixing enthalpy values (DHmixing). DHmixing values are taken from
four literature data sets: Ref a; calculated,19 Ref b; extrapolated,19 Ref
c,65 Ref d,65 as well as from the present MD simulations. All data sets are
scaled (from 0 to −1) for better comparison.

Edge Article Chemical Science
glycerol molecules. This signies that the changes in mixing
enthalpy with Xgly can be quantitatively explained by consid-
ering the enthalpic term due to the variations in the bound
water population, only. More specically, the decrement of
DHmixing with Xgly (for Xgly < 0.4) is ascribed to an increase in
the number of bound water molecules that enthalpically
stabilize the mixture, while the further increase of DHmixing

(for Xgly > 0.4) is caused by the progressive decrease in the
number of bound water molecules. This result has two
important implications. First, bound water molecules
enthalpically stabilize glycerol–water mixtures by the HB they
form with glycerol –OH groups. Second, and most important,
the global trends in mixing enthalpy of heterogeneous glyc-
erol–water binary mixtures can be understood by only
considering the changes in one local structural hydration
motif, the bound water population, without invoking contri-
butions from more complex collective structural trans-
formations occurring in the mixtures. This allows us to
establish a well-dened structural and spectroscopic marker
to track the changes in the thermodynamic properties of
ubiquitously used glycerol–water solvents.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Implications of our findings for
cryopreservation

Cryopreservation traditionally requires the addition of organic
solvents, glycerol being a gold-standard, to mitigate the damage
caused by ice formation and growth, which would otherwise
lead to cell death.66 From the spectroscopic and simulations
results of the present work, we can identify a glycerol concen-
tration window with optimal structural and thermodynamic
conditions to fulll such cryoprotective role. This corresponds
to a range of Xgly from 0.15 to 0.4. In this range, glycerol–water
direct H-bonding and mixing enthalpy are maximized due to
bound water being the dominant population (reaching the
maximum at Xgly = 0.4, Fig. 5), while the bulk-like water pop-
ulation is close to zero (Fig. 3c). The formation of such a glyc-
erol–water network was proposed in a previous study to
promote protein stabilization via preferential solvation.4 In
contrast, at Xgly < 0.15, bulk water and wrap water (which has
a bulk-like character) are predominant, which is expected to
lead to unwanted ice crystallization and growth upon cooling,
as conrmed by previous experiments.4 This offers a new light
to explain the empirical observations that Xgly = 0.15 is suffi-
cient to achieve cryoprotection of many macromolecules.67 We
propose that this is due to Xgly = 0.15 being the lowest glycerol
concentration at which bound water is the dominant water
population, while the “bulk-like” water population drops to
almost zero. For Xgly > 0.4, glycerol–water HBs are progressively
replaced by glycerol–glycerol direct bonding as the dominant
interactions, as marked spectroscopically by the decrease of the
bound-water ngerprint, and thermodynamically by the
decrease of the mixing enthalpy. This causes a progressive
transition toward a glycerol “bulk-like” state. In such condi-
tions, the cytotoxic effects of glycerol will manifest, possibly
hindering the viability of too concentrated mixtures for specic
applications.66 Following the procedure introduced here, THz
spectroscopy can be now used to systematically study the partial
contributions of local water populations to the thermodynamics
of binary mixtures and optimize their composition to fulll
a specic role (cryoprotection in our case).
Conclusion

In summary the addition of glycerol to aqueous solutions goes
beyond its well-known impact on water's macroscopic viscosity.
It alters the local molecular structures of hydration water and
thereby dictates the mixing thermodynamics. The basic
understanding provided here on such structure–thermody-
namics relations offers a basis for a rational optimization of
glycerol–water mixtures solvation properties by tailoring the
mixture composition. Depending on the application, a goldi-
locks regime may be the minimum glycerol concentration in
which all bulk water is transformed into hydration water pop-
ulations, while minimizing destabilizing effects of glycerol on
the protein, or a much higher glycerol concentration in which
water–water HB interactions are minimized, and rather
replaced by water–glycerol interactions. Our study also
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392 | 7387
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highlights the importance of explicit inclusion of glycerol in
simulation studies of proteins for the purpose of comparing
computed conformational dynamics and interactions to exper-
imental studies that may require glycerol as solution constitu-
ents, e.g., in the study of double electron electron resonance
(DEER).68 By combining THz spectroscopy with ab initio and
classical MD simulations and mixing enthalpy estimations, we
characterized, at the molecular level, how the structural trans-
formations occurring in glycerol–water mixtures dictate their
thermodynamic properties. Based on a spectroscopic observ-
able, we were able to quantify the bound water population, i.e.
we can directly monitor of changes in the hydrophilic solvation
mechanisms as a function of glycerol concentration. This allows
us to unravel the molecular mechanism for the changes in
solvation enthalpy based on local solvation structures in the
entire miscibility range. We propose that the mixing enthalpy
between water and glycerol – a macroscopic property – is
dominated by local contributions from the (hydrophilic)
hydration water populations directly bound to glycerol. For
glycerol, the bound water and not the wrap water (hydrophobic
hydration) population dictates mixing enthalpy since glycerol
ts nicely into the water network and vice versa. By contrast, for
primary alcohols, the cavity formation around the hydrophobic
chains, as probed by the cavity wrap water population domi-
nates the entropy, as is typical for hydrophobic molecules. The
general picture emerging by combining these results is that the
balance between local hydrophobic/wrap and hydrophilic/
bound contributions dictates global mixing thermodynamics.
The balance depends crucially on the size of the molecules that
are mixed with water as well as on the number and distributions
on polar groups.

Our results offer exciting opportunities to tune the enthalpy
and entropy of polyol–water mixtures – ubiquitously used co-
solvents in biological and technological processes – by ratio-
nally modulating the nature of the polyol. For example, from the
present results we can anticipate that the balance between the
released water that is lost by the cell during freezing and the
bound water population H-bonded to CPA (glycerol) and
biomolecules – a key parameter for cryoprotection – can be
tailored by experimentally exploiting the bound water THz
ngerprint and making direct connection to mixing enthalpy.
Specically, the mixing ratio and type of polyol can be tuned to
nd conditions in which the bound water THz ngerprint is
maximized in the spectrum, and hencemaximize the number of
bound waters and minimize that of released free water during
freezing that, presumably, will more readily crystalize. More-
over, we expect that increasing the size of the polyol with respect
to glycerol will be an efficient strategy to manipulate mixing
enthalpy, by shiing the balance between bound and wrap
hydration populations toward the latter, due to an increased
volume exclusion effect. Such a shi in the bound/wrap balance
could be used for instance to promote the solubility of more
hydrophobic biomolecules (i.e., containing large hydrophobic
surface patches exposed to the solvent), for which one impor-
tant unfavorable thermodynamic contribution to solvation is
the enthalpic penalty required to break strong solvent–solvent
HBs. Based on the present results, mixture compositions where
7388 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 7381–7392
such penalty is minimized could be efficiently designed with
a high-throughput THz screening, by “simply” nding the
mixture composition for which the THz/FIR ngerprint of
bound waters is minimized. The proposed Ansatz is general and
can be transferred even to complex mixtures, since the spec-
troscopic ngerprints of the structural motifs around hydro-
phobic and hydrophilic hydrated moieties are well resolved in
the THz/FIR range between 50 and 600 cm−1, and less obscured
by intramolecular modes (which dominate in the infrared).
Therefore, this study provides a path to quantitatively interpret
macroscopic thermodynamic properties at the molecular level,
in terms of local hydration motifs as quantied from experi-
mentally measured observables, only.
Methods
Experimental section

Glycerol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was used
without further purication. All the aqueous binary mixtures
were prepared using de-ionized ultrapure water. The
temperature-controlled densities of all the mixtures were
measured by Anton-Paar DMA 4500M density meter to calculate
the concentrations of water and glycerol in the solutions
(cwater,solution and cglycerol,solution). Far infrared (FIR/THz) spectra
of glycerol aqueous solutions with various mole fractions were
recorded in the frequency range from 30 cm−1 to 600 cm−1 (0.9–
18 THz) at three different temperatures (5 °C, 20 °C and 40 °C)
using Bruker (USA) Vertex 80v Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer. A mercury lamp was used as the light source of
the broadband THz radiation and an Infrared Laboratories
liquid-helium-cooled silicon bolometer (HDL-5, Infrared Labo-
ratories, USA) was employed as an external detector. A Mylar-
multilayer beam splitter was utilized to generate the interfero-
gram. All the FIR/THz experiments were measured using
a temperature-controlled (T ±0.2 K) liquid transmission cell
with diamond windows (0.5 mm thick) and a Kapton spacer
with a nominal thickness of 26 ± 0.2 mm. The interference
pattern of the empty cell was used to determine the exact
sample thickness (d) and was used for further data analysis.
During the measurements, the sample compartment was
constantly purged with dry nitrogen to minimize the absorption
arising from the residual water vapor. Further details about the
spectrometer can be found elsewhere.42,69,70 Each spectrum was
measured with a resolution of 2 cm−1. Each spectrum presented
here is an average of 64 individual measurements. All the data
were validated with repeated experiments.
Experimental data analysis protocol

The frequency-dependent absorption coefficient a(n) of glyc-
erol–water solutions are determined using the Lambert–Beer
law,

DaðnÞ ¼ asolution � awater ¼ �1

d
ln

�
IsolutionðnÞ
IwaterðnÞ

�
(6)

where d is the thickness of the sample, Isolution and Iwater are the
transmitted intensities through the samples and pure water,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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respectively. Water is used as a reference to minimize “etalon
effects”, i.e., standing waves. From the absorption coefficient we
calculate the average molar extinction coefficients,

3solutionðnÞ ¼ asolutionðnÞ
cwater;solution þ cglycerol;solution

(7)

The molar effective extinction is deduced by subtracting the
partial contributions from bulk water and bulk glycerol,
respectively.

3hydration(n) = 3solution(n) − Xgly3glycerol(n) − (1 − Xgly)3water(n) (8)

where 3glycerol and 3water are the molar extinction coefficient of
pure glycerol and pure water, respectively. 3hydration(n) bears
information solely about the inter-molecular interactions that
are changed due to the mixing of water and glycerol (i.e., water–
water, water–glycerol, glycerol–glycerol interactions in the
solvation shells). The glycerol content in the mixtures is quan-
tied in terms of mole fraction:

Xgly ¼ ngly

ngly þ nw
(9)

where ngly and nw are the number of moles of glycerol and water,
respectively, in the solutions.
MD simulation details

We model glycerol–water mixtures using Bliek–Chelli parame-
ters for glycerol33,71 and the OPC 4-site water model.72 This
combination of models reliably reproduces the equilibrium
thermophysical properties of glycerol–water under standard
temperature and pressure conditions.32,71,73 coulombic interac-
tions are modelled using the particle-mesh Ewald summation
scheme (PME).74 We simulate glycerol–water mixtures with Xgly

= 0, 0.012, 0.033, 0.05, 0.075, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50,
and 1.0 at 18 °C and 1 bar using the GPU-optimized OpenMM
package.75 All simulations are conducted in the NPT ensemble,
with temperature and pressure held constant using a Langevin
thermostat75 and Monte Carlo barostat,75 respectively. We
generate initial congurations containing 729 glycerol mole-
cules and vary the numbers of water molecules using Packmol
soware.76 We rst minimize the energy of the initial congu-
rations and equilibrate in the NPT ensemble for times ranging
from 100 to 500 ns depending on the glycerol concentration. We
conduct production runs for 100 ns with system coordinates
saved every 100 ps. Following the simulations, we analyze the
production run trajectories using the pytraj Python library77 and
in-house python code. For each simulation-computed quantity,
we estimate the standard error of the mean using block
averaging.

We dene HBs via the widely used geometric criteria of Luzar
and Chandler78 namely, O–Hdistance, dO–H, and:O–OH angle,
q:O–OH, criteria of dO–H # 3.5 Å and q:O–OH $ 120° degrees,
respectively. Tracking the waters participating in water-glycerol
H-bonds, we directly quantify the mole fraction of bound waters
(Xbound). We also calculate the mole fraction of wrap waters
(Xwrap) by dening them as waters lying within a cut-off
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
distance, rc, of the heavy atoms of glycerol molecules. Here, rc
is set by the second hydration shell of glycerol molecules (∼4.2
Å, as dened by the secondminima of the 2D radial distribution
function between glycerol heavy atoms and water oxygens), but
not H-bonded to the glycerol molecule. Non-shell waters are
simply all waters residing more than 4.2 Å from glycerol heavy
atoms. We compute concentration of non-shell waters on
a molar basis via Xnon-shell = (1 − Xbound − Xwrap − Xgly). Using
the simulation-averaged molar energy hEi andmolar volume hVi
for each simulated glycerol–water mixture, we also estimate the
molar energy of mixing and molar volume of mixing,

DEmixing = hEi − XglyhEglyceroli − (1 − Xgly)hEwateri (10)

DVmixing = hVi − XglyhVglyceroli − (1 − Xgly)hVwateri (11)

where, hYwateri and hYglyceroli correspond to the average molar
value of Y for pure water and glycerol, respectively. The molar
enthalpy of mixing DHmixing hence stems from the relation,

DHmixing = DEmixing + PDVmixing (12)

where P is system pressure (1 bar).
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